
 

The Fourth Grade Newsletter 
Apple Creek Elementary                           March 5 - 9, 2018 

Language Arts 
Reading- Students will continue to work on 

making predictions and determining point of view 

by citing text evidence. The vocabulary words are: 

decade, directing, engineering, gleaming, scouted, 

squirmed, technology, and tinkering. A short 

selection quiz will be given on Friday, March 9. 

 

Grammar - Students will be learning about 

pronoun-verb agreement. 

 

Writing 

We will finish our unit on figurative language and 

implement our use of it by writing a poem about 

an interest. A figurative language test will be 

Wednesday, March 7. 

 

Spelling 

Words this week have the /u/ sounds spelled in 

various ways. Words are: mood, stoop, zoom, 

crew, stew, ruler, produce, issue, tutor, truth, 

bruised, juicy, suits, group, you'll, huge, crook, 

wool, used, and should. The spelling dictation 

will be on Friday, March 9. 

Social Studies  
In Social Studies this week, we will continue our 

"Ohio Becomes a State" Unit.  We will be 

explaining how the inability to resolve standing 

issues with Great Britain and ongoing conflicts 

with American Indians led to the War of 1812. We 

will identify the significance of the Battle of Lake 

Erie to American success in the War of 1812. 

There will be a test over Ohio becoming a state 

on Friday, March 9th. This test will cover the 

steps to statehood, the terms of the Northwest 

Ordinance of 1787, the Frontier Wars, the Treaty 

of Greenville, the Battle of Fallen Timbers, and 

the War of 1812.   

 

Science  
This week in science we will continue our magnet 

and electricity unit. In this unit, we will be 

explaining the processes of energy transfer and 

transformation. We will also be exploring how 

electricity and magnetism are closely related.  We 

will be planning and conducting a simple 

investigation about magnets, and conducting 

experiments to describe the properties of a 

magnet. We will begin conducting experiments 

about electricity. 
 

Everyday Mathematics 

 
Lessons 6.6 – 6.8 
     Next week, students will convert U.S. 

customary units of weight using ounces, pounds, 
and tons. Then they will divide 3 and 4 digit 

numbers using the partial quotient method. Finally, 
students will explore different ways to express and 

interpret remainders. They will write number 
stories for remainders that are ignored, rounded 

up or changed into fractions.  

 
 

~Please study multiplication facts with your 
child until mastery. Students will use partial 

quotient division and rely on these facts. 
Please do not teach your child traditional 

division. 

 

Upcoming Events 
 

 

 

Wed., March 7 – Figurative language quiz 

 

Friday, March 9 – Social Studies test / Reading                    

quiz/Spelling dictation 

 

  
Quote of the Week -   “Life is 10% what happens to us and 90% how we react to it.” 
– Dennis P. Kimbro 
 
 
 


